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Tremor Video Adds Social Targeting Through an Exclusive 

Partnership with Affinity Answers 

VH1 Utilizes “Mutual Affinity” Insight to More Effectively Target Video Ad Campaigns 

 

New York, July 9, 2014 – Tremor Video, Inc. (NYSE: TRMR), an advertising 

technology company elevating brand performance across all screens for the world’s 

leading brands and publishers, today announced a new, exclusive partnership enabling 

clients to leverage social data of 200 million consumers to more effectively target 

specific consumer audiences with video ads. Through an exclusive partnership with 

Affinity Answers, a social-media affinities tracking firm, Tremor Video can leverage 

social intelligence from the largest panel of consumer data in the world to target 

consumers who have a higher propensity to like a brand based on affinities. 

 

“We’re excited to partner with Affinity Answers to help our clients increase coveted 

engagement with their brand stories,” said Katie Seitz Evans, Vice President of 

Strategy & Operations at Tremor Video. “Consumers are more open about their 

passions than ever before, and through the company’s mutual affinity data, marketers 

can now harness that power to discover and keep consumers.” 

This new agreement enables Tremor Video clients to expand and engage audiences 

by leveraging Affinity Answers’ unique and proprietary social scoring algorithm. The 

concept of mutual affinity organizes the powerful clues people express through their 

social actions into an actionable targeting solution that marketers can leverage for all-

screen video. 

“At Affinity Answers, we know that just ‘liking’ or ‘following’ a brand doesn’t tell us 

enough, so we’ve built a platform that analyzes a variety of factors to determine 

genuine, active social engagement,” said Sree Nagarajan, founder and CEO of Affinity 

Answers. “When people express true affinities, it gives brands and media companies 

unique clues that enable better advertising precision. We’re proud to partner with 

Tremor Video to offer this solution to their clients.” 

Mutual affinity reveals insights into consumers that standard measurement and cookie 

data simply can’t. It focuses on reciprocal relationships between people and the brands 

they feel strongly about, the product and services they embrace and the conversations 

they have about TV shows, movies, music and other forms of entertainment. The 

overlap between people’s passion points and their active social engagement with 
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brands provides smarter, more custom and robust ways for brands to scale their reach 

and influence to consumers across all screens. 

VH1, through their agency Mullen, is capitalizing on mutual affinity insight that reveals 

the crossover appeal between the active engagers with the overall VH1 brand and the 

specific media outlets that have a high propensity to appeal to VH1 fans. 

“At VH1, understanding our consumers’ affinities is key for us,” said Stephanie Werner, 

VH1’s VP of Consumer Marketing. “Social media activity is a great indicator of 

consumers’ interests, and this new offering from Tremor Video allows us to further 

leverage social data outside of Facebook and Twitter to significantly expand our reach 

and most importantly, engagement with our brand.” 

This partnership allows marketers to engage and expand their audiences by 

using social affinities in the planning, execution, and measurement of their brand 

campaigns across every medium. 

About Tremor Video 

Tremor Video (NYSE: TRMR) is transforming the video advertising experience across 

all screens for the world’s leading brands. Our proprietary technology, VideoHub®, 

offers advertisers and publishers a complete programmatic solution to reach and 

engage consumers while providing new insights into what drives the success of brand 

advertising performance across multiple devices. Tremor Video is based in New York 

with offices throughout the US and across the globe. For more information, visit 

tremorvideo.com and find Tremor Video on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. 

 

About Affinity Answers 

Affinity Answers helps entertainment marketers engage and expand their audiences by 

using social affinities in the planning, execution, and measurement of brand campaigns 

across every medium. Our affinity analysis is grounded in years of direct engagement 

with entertainment companies, and draws upon our unique dataset of 200 million 

consumers in Facebook and Twitter. Founded under the name Colligent in 2005, 

Affinity Answers is headquartered in Austin, Texas, with R&D operations in India. 

 

Forward-Looking Statements 

This press release contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, 

assumptions and other factors that could cause actual results and the timing of certain 

events to differ materially from those set forth in or implied by such forward-looking 

http://tremorvideo.com/
https://twitter.com/tremorvideo
https://www.facebook.com/TremorVideo
http://www.linkedin.com/company/tremor-video/
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statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking 

statements, including, but not limited to, any statements concerning future plans of 

Tremor Video, or any anticipated benefits related to new products, technology or 

services or enhancements to the features or functionality of Tremor Video’s existing 

products, technology or services.  Important factors that could cause actual results to 

differ materially include: the impact of technological development and competition; 

market acceptance of Tremor Video’s products or services; design, manufacturing or 

software defects; changes in client preferences or demands; changes in industry 

standards and interfaces; global economic conditions; as well as other factors detailed 

from time to time in the reports Tremor Video files with the Securities and Exchange 

Commission.  Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance or 

events and investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking 

statement.  Furthermore, forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on 

which they are made, and, except as required by law, Tremor Video disclaims any 

obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect future events or 

circumstances. 
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